Host Mike says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Keorn says:
::Stands from FCO station and allows "red shirt" to take over::  CO: Sir, With your permission I will be right back.  ::Moves to TL and heads to Lounge::

FCO_Soree says:
::A quick glance out the view port shows the stars are "standing still":: Self: Now what happened?

MO_Brooks says:
::Exits the turbolift onto Deck Three and heads down the corridor, referencing her PADD needlessly to be sure of the location::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Still standing near the Science station, a bit more comfortable there than elsewhere on the bridge...especially that chair::

CMO_Izartti says:
::in sickbay, like usual, waiting on injured::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::sits at the operation console::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::evacuating deck 3::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Looks over his shoulder as Keorn hurries off::  XO: Of course...

CSO_Praed says:
::In the turbolift heading for deck three where the piece of debris has been lodged into the ship.  Ensign Roget has joined Erasmus.::

Host Mike says:
ACTION: Injured file into sickbay who were on deck 3 when the debris hit

XO_Keorn says:
::Exits TL a moment later and enters the Lounge::

CMO_Izartti says:
::gets nurses to help her triage wounded::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
TL: Bridge.

CSO_Praed says:
*XO* Commander, my science teams are heading to deck three to begin our analyses.

FCO_Soree says:
::Turns as the Klingon enters:: Self: Now he doesn't look happy.

XO_Keorn says:
::Lounge is almost deserted, sees Soree sitting looking out the window::  FCO: Soree, we need you back on the bridge

CMO_Izartti says:
::starts treating one injured crewman at a time... looking over his wounds::

FCO_Soree says:
XO: I see... and why was I relieved sir?

MO_Brooks says:
::Notices a number of people hurry past her down the corridor, back toward the turbolift.  Pauses one and asks why::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::waits for the turbolift to arrive::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::checks the evacuation status of deck three::

XO_Keorn says:
FCO: You weren't relived per se only removed from a volatile situation, you know our CEO is quick to take offense for a Vulcan

XO_Keorn says:
::Smiles with the last statement and leads back to the TL::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::enters the bridge::  Self : so this is what it looks like.

FCO_Soree says:
::Smiles that looks like a snarl and follows XO::

CSO_Praed says:
*XO* Sir, I've received word from engineering that they can't remove the debris from the inside and it's too large to be transported.

CSO_Praed says:
::Starts walking onto deck three towards the piece of debris.::

FCO_Soree says:
::Stretches stride to catch up:: XO: And why have we stopped?  ::Paused outside turbolift::

CMO_Izartti says:
::treats the current crewmember she's on for his major injuries and leaves the rest of his care to a nurse::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
CO: Hello Sir.

Host Mike says:
ACTION: Sounds from the ship echo about the ship as if it were moaning in pain

XO_Keorn says:
*CSO* Then have some of the Engineers get on EVA suits and bring it in through the shuttle bay

FCO_Soree says:
::Winces with the sound::

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks questioningly at the XO::

CSO_Praed says:
*XO* From the outside sir?

FCO_Soree says:
::Steps into lift as doors open:: XO: To the bridge sir?

XO_Keorn says:
FCO: Yes.

CSO_Praed says:
*XO* I’m afraid that nobody from my team is qualified for that kind of assignment sir.

FCO_Soree says:
TL: Bridge.

XO_Keorn says:
*CSO* Yes it should be easy with the work suit we keep in the maintenance locker in SB1

CMO_Izartti says:
::Moves to the next patient::

FCO_Soree says:
XO: Sir... why did we stop?

XO_Keorn says:
*CSO* All engineers are trained in use of a powered EVA suit, have one of the eng team operate it

FCO_Soree says:
::Listens to XO and tries to figure out just what happened::

XO_Keorn says:
*CSO* Strike that I have experience in one I will run it

Host CO_Weaver says:
CNS:  Ah, good to see you.  You can sit down it you want.. ::motions to the "third" chair::

CSO_Praed says:
*XO* Are you certain sir?  Would you like me to assist you?

OPS_Kenzia says:
::keeps an eye one the sensors which are running continuous scans for more debris or vessel signatures::

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Ok, engineering team has to go outside... so we stopped; now why go outside?

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::sits on the chair shown by the CO and begins to write an evaluation report on the senior crew::

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks up at XO, again::

XO_Keorn says:
*CSO* I was an engineer since before I was out of the Academy no extra assistance will be necessary

Host Mike says:
ACTIONS:  The ship shakes for a second

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Steels himself against the sudden shudder::  Self:  Hmm...

FCO_Soree says:
::Feels the shaking:: Self: Ok, this isn't good.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::grabs the chair reflexively::

XO_Keorn says:
FCO: We have collided with a piece of debris due to a distraction I allowed to get the better of me

MO_Brooks says:
::Turns back and heads back to the turbolift, stepping in just as everything seems to tremble.  Places her hand against the wall a moment::

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  What was that?  ::Walks back down toward his chair::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::halfway shouting:: CO:  Containment fields on Deck 3 dropping !

XO_Keorn says:
TL: Stop at the next deck.

FCO_Soree says:
XO: I see. ::steps aside as the turbolift doors open to let XO out::

CSO_Praed says:
*XO* Acknowledged sir.  Should Operations have force fields ready to close the gap in the deck?

OPS_Kenzia says:
::moves to raise the fields again but the flicker back on there own::

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  If you can't get them back up, beam everyone out of there..!

XO_Keorn says:
FCO: Tell the CO that I am removing the debris myself

CMO_Izartti says:
::Looks about to see that all of her staff & patients are all right::

FCO_Soree says:
XO: Deck three?

MO_Brooks says:
::Holds the doors open to wait for someone who's just rounded a corner and is hoping to catch the turbolift::

XO_Keorn says:
*CSO* Yes and have DC teams ready to seal the hole

XO_Keorn says:
FCO: Yes.

CMO_Izartti says:
*MO* Brooks where are you?

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Blinks, as the OPS doesn't respond::  Kenzia:  Status..?

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks out the door and sees engineering teams hard at work::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Sir they appear to have stabilized for now, running a diagnostic to determine the problem, recommend we keep a transporter lock on the team at all times and consider completely evacuating deck 3.

XO_Keorn says:
::TL Stops on 3 and Keorn gets out::

MO_Brooks says:
*CMO* On deck three, Doctor.

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Do so immediately.  No one on the deck except those who are working there; steady transporter lock.

FCO_Soree says:
::Jerks back into the turbolift as Keorn leaves:: TL: Resume.

XO_Keorn says:
::Keorn moves to SB1 and begins donning the powered EVA suit::  Self: This brings back memories

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Relaxes a bit and shifts his weight from his right to left foot::

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  Oxygen levels on deck three begin dropping

CMO_Izartti says:
*MO* If you bring any more wounded with you... hurry...  Need you down in sickbay

FCO_Soree says:
::Exits turbolift and goes to helm relieving his relief::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Yes sir. ::lock onto the science team::

FCO_Soree says:
::Sits at helm; checks status and just listens for a bit::

CSO_Praed says:
*XO* Aye sir.. ::Gasps.::  I'm right on it.

Host CO_Weaver says:
*CSO* Everything all right down there?  ::Raises a hand to his chin::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: I'm reading an oxygen leaking from deck 3 at a steady level.

FCO_Soree says:
::runs a quick check on propulsion systems and finds nothing wrong::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Frowns a little::  OPS:  Can the leak be sealed?

XO_Keorn says:
::After donning the suit and sealing up tight Keorn tests the suit for stress areas. Finding none he depressurizes the bay and opens the door. Making his way to the debris::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Scanning for the source

CSO_Praed says:
*CO* Sir, I am experiencing light headedness.

Host CO_Weaver says:
*CSO* We’re picking up an oxygen leak.  I'd get everyone out of there; do you need beamed out?

CMO_Izartti says:
::Keeps working her way methodically through the most injured in sickbay patching up their major injuries and moving on to the next::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: The problem isn't a break in the containment, life control is the problems source

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::compiling some more evaluations coming from the regular people living on the ship::

Host Mike says:
ACTION: the CSO passes out from lack of oxygen

CSO_Praed says:
*CO* I think Ensign Roget and I can reach the Turbolift in time.. If we aren't there in ten minutes....aahhhhh.... ::Falls to the ground.::

FCO_Soree says:
::Hears OPS and tries to remember where nearest life pod is::

XO_Keorn says:
::reaches the debris and begins working on hull to minimize damage from removal:: *CSO* I need someone in a shuttle out here to tractor this out of the hole so I can spray the area with sealant

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Knits his brow::  Self:  Last thing we need is some environmental problems...  OPS:  Beam those on three out and to sickbay...then work on correcting the problem.

MO_Brooks says:
::Feeling a little lightheaded, motions for the crewman to hurry up and get to the turbolift so they can leave deck three::

FCO_Soree says:
::Mutters:: Self: Knew this ship was jinxed.

OPS_Kenzia says:
::orders TR room to beam the CSO and his team to sickbay slightly before the CO orders her to::  CO: Transport in progress sir,

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  All on deck three begin passing out

MO_Brooks says:
::As the crewman enters:: Turbolift: Sickbay.

OPS_Kenzia says:
*Sickbay* You have incoming patients suffering from oxygen deprivation.

XO_Keorn says:
*CO* I am getting no response from the CSO and I need someone in a shuttle out here to tractor the debris.

FCO_Soree says:
::Meanwhile Soree rechecks the signal from the comm beacon::

CMO_Izartti says:
*Ops* I'd say thanks... but that would be a lie....

Host CO_Weaver says:
*XO* We’ll get someone out to you.  There’s a problem on deck three; lack of oxygen forced us to beam the team out.

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Yep, still there and repeating.

XO_Keorn says:
::Begins working the debris out of the hole and sealing the fissure as he does::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::pauses for a moment:: *CMO* Acknowledged ::closes the comm channel::

CMO_Izartti says:
::watches more patients flood sickbay:: Self: Where is Brooks when I need her? ::mutters::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Looks to the FCO::  Soree:  Think you could call down to the flight bay and have a shuttle arranged for Mr. Keorn?

XO_Keorn says:
*CO* I am seeing a residue on the debris.  I am collecting some in a sample container to be beamed to SB.

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Certainly sir.  ::contacts shuttle bay and orders a shuttle to launch in support of XO::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Adds, a little undiplomatically::  FCO:  I'd rather you piloted it...

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::reading some more books about Gorn culture (and behavior)::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Oh.  ::tells shuttle bay to wait on launch::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: On my way sir.

FCO_Soree says:
::Stands to take turbolift to shuttle bay::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Quickly::  FCO:  You don't have to...is there anyone on duty down there you trust to handle it?

XO_Keorn says:
*CMO* Doctor I am beaming a sample of a residue that was on the debris to you.  Please observe any safety protocols you see are in order.

CMO_Izartti says:
::reorganizes the triage team to start again.:: *XO* Now???

MO_Brooks says:
::Among others, and her crewmate in the turbolift, appear in sickbay just as she loses consciousness, dropping to the floor of sickbay::

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  the CSO and others appear in sickbay

CSO_Praed says:
::Is lying on the ground in sickbay, unconscious from lack of oxygen.::

FCO_Soree says:
::thinks:: CO: Since it's just flying around the Triton Ensign Urk can do it sir.

Host CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Very well...you can stay here, then.. ::shakes his head::

XO_Keorn says:
*CMO* If now is not good then it can wait, I just thought you would like to do the research yourself.

FCO_Soree says:
::Takes seat and sends order for Ensign Urk to fly the shuttle::

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  the slime from the debris gets on the XO's gloves and begins melting them

FCO_Soree says:
*XO* Launching shuttle which will be just behind you in support.

FCO_Soree says:
::Nods to OPS to clear shuttle for launch::

XO_Keorn says:
::sprays sealant on the glove to stop the reaction::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Walks down toward the helm::  ::A little quietly::  FCO:  ...For curiosity’s sake...what's you opinion of the flight crew?

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  it begins climbing the suit moving upward to the head

OPS_Kenzia says:
::clears the shuttle for departure::

FCO_Soree says:
@<Ens Urk>COM: Triton: Clearing shuttle bay.

Host CO_Weaver says:
*XO* Keorn, there's a shuttle on it's way out there now.

FCO_Soree says:
COM: Urk: Acknowledged.

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  the slime begins dissolving the suit trying to inside

XO_Keorn says:
*CO* Understood, I may have a problem sir.

FCO_Soree says:
::Turns to CO:: CO: Not bad... young though.

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Haven't really been put to the test sir.

Host CO_Weaver says:
Self:  Now what.. *XO* What is it?

XO_Keorn says:
::Increases the pressure within the suit to expel the slime should it get through::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Nods to Soree::

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  power levels on deck three begin fluctuating

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Did some training on the way here... the Academy isn't what it used to be. ::Smiles::

XO_Keorn says:
*CO* The slime residue has gotten on the suit and is eating though the metal.

CMO_Izartti says:
::sees her MO & the CSO in the mess of people.... continues working her way through triage::

FCO_Soree says:
::Frowns at CO hearing the XO's comment::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::secures transport lock on the XO:: CO:   Powers levels on deck three are fluctuating.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::hears what the XO is saying to the CO::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Beam him to sickbay?

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Beam the XO back in immediately.

XO_Keorn says:
*CMO* If you want the sample I suggest you get it now it is exhibiting at least some form of intelligence and is eating though my suit

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Retrieve the shuttle sir?

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Transport in progress

CMO_Izartti says:
*XO* I'll get some off your suit then...

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Sighs::  FCO:  Call him back in.

CSO_Praed says:
::Slowly regains consciousness.::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Backpedals and pretty much falls into his chair::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Aye sir.
COM: Urk: Return to the shuttle bay.

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  If that...uhm, slime, isn't filtered off Keorn's suit in the process, see to it that the suit is placed in containment.

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>@COM: Triton: Understood.

Host Mike says:
ACTION: Keorn is transported to sickbay as the slime breaks thru the suit and is on Keorn's hand

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton: Entering shuttle bay and securing from flight ops.

CMO_Izartti says:
::Turns around to see the XO beamed in:: 

FCO_Soree says:
COM: Urk: Acknowledged.

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: I beamed him to sickbay sir, they have the proper facilities to contain whatever it is that is eating through his suit.

XO_Keorn says:
*CO*/CMO The slime is touching me, it is amazingly cold.

Host CO_Weaver says:
*Sickbay* Sickbay, there is potential for a hazardous material on the XO's EVA suit.  Use caution.

Host Mike says:
ACTION: the slime drops off the XO's suit to the floor growing in mass

CSO_Praed says:
::Gets up and sees that Ensign Roget is alright.::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Turns to the CNS::  Dey:  Welcome to the bridge.  ...

CMO_Izartti says:
::sets up a containment field around the mass & Keorn...::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::looks at the CO, waiting for him to say more::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Sighs once::  CNS:  Well, how far have you gotten with the evaluations?

OPS_Kenzia says:
::reviews the sensor readings::

MO_Brooks says:
::Still lying unconscious on the floor of sickbay, breathing only slowly::

Host Mike says:
ACTION: the mass continues to grow and grow filling the bottom of the containment

CMO_Izartti says:
::takes Keorn's glove off w/o touching the mass::

CSO_Praed says:
::Looks over and sees the MO lying on the ground and remembers what happened last time.::  Self:  She is going to hate me for this.

FCO_Soree says:
::checks time to SB 24 at 9.9:: Self: Heh, 150 light years, 18 plus days... nope that won't do.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
CO: The personality assessments of CMO, FCO, CSO and XO are done.

FCO_Soree says:
::Mutters:: Self: No way we can get to SB 24 before that stuff eats through the ship.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
CO: The results are remarkably similar.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Absentmindedly::  CNS:  That's good...going to have to set up a meeting to go through things sometime...  FCO:  Is that shuttle on standby still?

XO_Keorn says:
::Coughs and sputters as slime fills to his head::

Host Mike says:
ACTION: Oxygen levels begin dropping in the containment area

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Turns back to Ez::  CNS:  Really?  How so?

CMO_Izartti says:
*OPS* Can you beam the mass of this stuff out... it's at my feet....

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Aye sir, in shuttle bay.

CSO_Praed says:
::Goes over to the MO and tilts her head a little, not knowing if it will help any.  Leans head down and listens for the MO's breath::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
CO: Their results seem to indicate that spaceships transcend cultural differences to form one of it's own.

CMO_Izartti says:
::takes the XO's helmet off....::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
CO: In other words...

XO_Keorn says:
::slime is covering his nose and mouth::

FCO_Soree says:
::Listens to the prattle of the CNS:: Self: As if that is important right now. ::snorts::

CSO_Praed says:
::Opens the MO's mouth and makes a bridge with my hand and breathes through my hand and into the MO's mouth a few times.::

CMO_Izartti says:
::scoops some slime off his face so he can breathe what's left of the slowing O2::

OPS_Kenzia says:
*CMO* I've tried to transport it out sir, but I cant get a lock.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
CO: People from many cultures gather on spaceships and have many common characteristics.

CMO_Izartti says:
*Ops* Drat... Keep trying...

Host Mike says:
<Computer> Oxygen levels in containment field reaching critical

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
CO: But it's just an hypothesis.  We will have to do further researches to try to prove this.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Nods interestedly::  FCO:  Tell Urk to go out and examine the debris, see if it can be removed by tractor.

CMO_Izartti says:
::reaches underneath for a O2 mask & fits it over the XOs face::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::looks at preliminary results from non-officer crew::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Aye sir. ::sighs::

CMO_Izartti says:
::grabs a 2nd one for herself... determined not to let this stuff escape the field::

FCO_Soree says:
::sends message to shuttle bay::

FCO_Soree says:
<URK>COM: Triton: Requesting clearance to launch.

OPS_Kenzia says:
::Still having no luck beaming out the slime::

Host Mike says:
ACTION: Containment field begins failing

CSO_Praed says:
::Stops breathing into the MO's mouth thinking that it's not working much.::

CMO_Izartti says:
::quickly dances her fingers over the transporter filters inside to rid this stuff from them... activates a 2nd intraship beam from one room in sickbay to another... hoping to rid them of slime::

FCO_Soree says:
<URK>COM: Triton OPS: Requesting launch clearance..

Host Mike says:
ACTION: Power levels on deck  12 begin fluctuating

OPS_Kenzia says:
COM: Urk: Launch clearance granted.

CSO_Praed says:
CMO:  Doctor, how do I give her oxygen, she is not breathing strong enough.

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton OPS: Clearing shuttle bay.

CMO_Izartti says:
CSO: O2 mask.

CSO_Praed says:
CMO:  Where are they located?

CMO_Izartti says:
::strengthens the field around the first one....

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Fidgets a bit::  *Sickbay*   Can we get an update?

CMO_Izartti says:
CSO: Under the beds....

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton OPS: Attempting to lock tractor beam on that slime.

CMO_Izartti says:
*CO* How about losing power here... and this slime seems to be causing it!

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Reading power levels on deck 12 fluctuating..

CSO_Praed says:
::Goes to one of the biobeds and pulls out a 02 mask from underneath and returns to the MO.  He then puts the O2 mask on the MO.::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Knits his brow::  OPS:  Can the slime be beamed out?

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton OPS: That stuff is really eating away!

MO_Brooks says:
::Breathes a bit more deeply::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Self: That thing sure has a powerful survival drive.

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: All attempts to do so have been unsuccessful

Host Mike says:
ACTION: the slime reaches a computer terminal shorting out all communication on deck 12

CMO_Izartti says:
::Looks at XO to see how he's doing::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: We've lost all communication to deck 12 sir.

XO_Keorn says:
::Breathing is shallow and irregular::

CSO_Praed says:
::Wonders if the MO will be alright.::

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton OPS: Got a lock on it.

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Well, then, we go the other way.  Beam everyone out of twelve, minus the slime.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::thinks::  OPS:  At least, the section the slime is in..

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton OPS: It's pulling away... now what do I do with it?

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Mind wanders..looks around the bridge, almost disinterested::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Ensign Urk reports the debris has began to pull away....

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM:  Urk:  Scan the substance, then take it clear and drop it in range of the Triton's phasers.

CSO_Praed says:
::Waits by the MO to make sure she will be alright.::

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton CO: Aye sir.. scan and drop.

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Transporting crewmembers from slime infested areas of deck 12 to those areas that have not been infected, yet.

CMO_Izartti says:
::Sees the XO is stable for now... not healthy, but stable & scans this strange slime::

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM:  Urk:  Upload all data from the scan immediately to the Triton's databanks.  Weaver out.  ::Taps a button on the chair arm::

MO_Brooks says:
::Remains still and basically healthy-looking, still unconscious::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Urk runs a scan on the slime and move 7500 meters in from of Triton, then races back to Triton::

CSO_Praed says:
CMO:  Doctor, she is still unconscious..

OPS_Kenzia says:
::Watches the CO while she engages the transporter::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Nods to Kenzia, unthinking...she can't see him::

CMO_Izartti says:
CSO: But she's alive for now... ?

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  deck 12 crew is transported

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton CO: Done sir... it's now 7500 meters in front of Triton, sending data now.

CSO_Praed says:
CMO:  I'm not sure.. I think she is..  I'm not a doctor.

CSO_Praed says:
::Sees that he has been transported to the crew lounge, still beside the MO, hoping Sala is alright.::

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Once Urk has docked his shuttle, lock phasers on that debris and prepare to fire.  ::Stands again and moves toward Science again::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Urk looks over the data:: COM: Triton: This stuff looks like very small nano probes so close together looks like a liquid

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Aye sir.

CSO_Praed says:
::Takes off the coat part of my uniform and puts it on the MO just in case she gets cold.::

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton OPS: Request permission to dock.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Raises an eyebrow, looking over the SO's shoulder::  Self:  That's odd...

OPS_Kenzia says:
COM: URK: Does the shuttle show any signs of contamination from the debris ?

CMO_Izartti says:
::Looks around... :: CSO: Find a medkit, give her 4cc cordrazine. ::prepares 5cc at the same time of cordrazine for Keorn, given his larger body mass::

Host CO_Weaver says:
<SO_Bern>  ::Hopes the CO doesn't make an awful habit of this...fidgets nervously::

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>::Hovers just outside shuttle bay waiting for permission to dock::

CSO_Praed says:
CMO:  Yes... okay.. ::Looks around for a medkit and finds one.  Erasmus finds a hypo and prepares 4 ccs of cordrazine.:::

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK> COM: Triton OPS: Sensors show the shuttle is clean.

CMO_Izartti says:
::Injects Keorn with the medicine::

CSO_Praed says:
::Injects the MO with the cordrazine.::

OPS_Kenzia says:
COM: Urk: Docking clearance is granted.

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>COM: Triton OPS: Crossing threshold now.

Host Mike says:
ACTION:  the residue on the debris reduces in size by 75% and seems to stop

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Locking phasers on the debris...

FCO_Soree says:
@<URK>::lands the shuttle and is grateful Soree held those proficiency tests::

MO_Brooks says:
::Breathes almost audibly, then slowly blinks her eyes open.  Squints at the light and quickly closes her eyes again::

CSO_Praed says:
CMO:  She is awake Doctor. ::Is happy::

XO_Keorn says:
::wakes up looking at his surroundings and then looks at his arm to make sure the slime is gone

OPS_Kenzia says:
::pauses:: CO: The residue on the debris has dramatically been reduced by approximately 75% and appears to be holding steady sir.

CMO_Izartti says:
XO: It's gone...

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Any one going to shoot that stuff? ::waves hand at the view screen::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Still looking at the readings::  OPS:  I'm aware...

XO_Keorn says:
::Coughing:: CMO: What is that stuff?

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Pauses, then sharply::  OPS:  Hold on the phasers.  I want more readings.  ::Looks over toward OPS::

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: Why are we in the Lounge anyway?

OPS_Kenzia says:
::barely manages to stop from rolling eyes at the FCO:: CO: Shall I hold--- Yes sir.

CMO_Izartti says:
XO: Not sure exactly... ::helps him sit up to get rid of the cough:: Long story....

MO_Brooks says:
::Quietly:: CSO: Who is?

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::turns towards the OPS and CO::

CSO_Praed says:
MO:  You are Ensign.

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Any clue on the reason the residue has decreased in size?

CMO_Izartti says:
XO: I like reviving you in familiar places...? ::half-smiles at Keorn::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Looks back at the readings, then starts to form a conclusion::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: The decrease in size appeared to happen when the debris was dislodged from the triton...

FCO_Soree says:
::Turns back around in his chair and plots a course waaaaay around the slime but toward the beacon::

MO_Brooks says:
::Opens her eyes widely at that, seeming to take in everything within her vision at once, then seems to sigh:: CSO: Ah...I see.

XO_Keorn says:
::Looks at CMO with a little smile on his face::

Host Mike says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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